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ysteresis is a nonlinear effect that arises in diverse disciplines ranging from
physics to biology, from material science to mechanics, and from electronics
to economics. While ferromagnetism offers a classical example, hysteresis
also appears in mechanical systems (in the form of backlash and friction) and
geophysical systems. In biology, hysteresis provides a mechanism that
enhances the robustness of cell functions against random perturbations. Hysteretic
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behavior abounds in economics and finance, where one
example is the relationship between the investment
decision and the expected profit. In addition, hysteresis
is ubiquitous in smart materials, such as piezoelectrics,
magnetostrictives, shape memory alloys, and electroactive polymers.
The origin of hysteresis is the existence of multiple
metastable equilibria associated with the system dynamics under consideration. This explanation is due to Landau [1], who developed a qualitative theory of phase
transitions, which explains various kinds of hysteretic
phenomena. Hysteresis is typically viewed as an undesirable, detrimental effect in that it complicates our perception or control of interentity relations in physical,
biological, and engineering systems. On the other hand,

Prandtl (1924) considered a scalar model of elastoplasticity, which was later rediscovered by Ishlinskii (1944).
Haines (1930) [8] discovered a hysteretic relationship
between moisture content in the soil and capillary pressure. Hysteresis due to sunk-costs was studied as a fundamental economic phenomenon in the 1980s [9].
The mathematical study of hysteresis was initiated
not by a mathematician, but by an engineer Bouc (1966)
[10], who studied scalar hysteresis as a map between
function spaces. Starting in 1970, systematic study was
undertaken by Krasnoselskii, Pokrovskii, and others,
who constructed rate-independent hysteresis operators
from elementary units called hysterons [11]. Here, rate
independence refers to the idea that only the past maxima and minima of an input signal affect future outputs,

The mathematical study of hysteresis was initiated not by a mathematician,
but by an engineer, Bouc, who studied scalar hysteresis as a map
between function spaces.
hysteresis can be exploited in positive ways both in
nature and in engineering applications. For example,
hysteresis is the fundamental mechanism in magnetic
data storage and emerging computer memory technologies, such as ferroelectric nonvolatile thin-film memories, which are major enablers of the informationtechnology industry. As another example, hysteretic
switching prevents chattering and the associated consequences in switched systems, such as thermostats, digital circuits, and power electronics.
The study of hysteresis has a long history (see [2, p.
9]). Although James A. Ewing [3] coined the word hysteresis during his study of ferromagnetism in 1881, the
special properties of magnetite, that is, loadstone, seem
to have been known and utilized by ancient Greek and
Chinese civilizations at least in first and second millennia BC respectively (see [4, p. 1]). The ancients constructed compasses that take advantage of the
remanance property of magnetite, which is a consequence of hysteresis in the magnetic-field input versus
the magnetization output. Contributions to the study of
hysteresis were made by Madelung (1905) [5], who discovered the rules for scalar hysteresis; Weiss (1907) [6],
who introduced the concept of a magnetic domain based
on spontaneous magnetization; Heisenberg (1928), who
explained spontaneous magnetization in terms of quantum mechanics; Preisach (1935) [7] who introduced a
model for scalar hysteresis; and Landau (1937) [1]. By
the 1920s, researchers in plasticity and soil mechanics
had discovered the hysteresis phenomenon as well.

and the rate at which these maxima or minima are
achieved does not matter. Further work by Mayergoyz
[12], Visintin [2], Brokate and Sprekels [13], and Krejci
[14] in the 1980s led to an understanding of general
scalar hysteresis operators, including, in particular, the
Preisach operator. These authors also studied the existence and uniqueness of solutions of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and partial differential equations
(PDEs) coupled with hysteresis operators.
A surge in interest in smart materials and their control
took place in the 1990s spurred by the development of new
materials that showed significant magnetostrictive and
electrostrictive properties. The constitutive coupling
between mechanical and electrical/magnetic/thermal
properties of these materials at the microscale enables their
inherent sensing and actuation capabilities, while, at the
same time, at the microstructure level, multiple stable equilibria exist for each fixed external input. This property leads
to the hysteretic behavior of smart material sensors and
actuators. When hysteresis is present along with the
electro-magneto-mechano-chemical dynamics of the materials, the overall behavior of smart sensors and actuators
can be very complex. Nevertheless, many applications,
such as atomic force microscopy, noise reduction, and
ultrahigh density data storage, demand robust, highprecision control of smart material actuators. The need for
better control motivates the need for identification and control methods for systems described by hysteresis operators
[15]–[22]. Though many basic problems have been solved,
technically difficult problems remain to be addressed.
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The origin of hysteresis is the existence of multiple metastable equilibria
associated with the system dynamics under consideration.

The intellectual appeal and practical importance of
hysteretic phenomena motivated us to prepare this special
section for the broader controls community. The modeling, identification, and control techniques, as well as the
applications examined in this special section, reflect the
wide diversity of the field. Recent progress in understanding and exploiting hysteresis from the systems perspective
is highlighted, and major challenges and opportunities
faced by the controls community are discussed. In particular, applications to economics, terrestrial hydrology, and
smart materials are presented to illustrate the ubiquitous
nature of hysteresis. Although hysteresis is understood to
be a quasi-static, rate-independent phenomenon in
applied mathematics, the notion of rate-dependent hysteresis is also found in engineering literature. In particular, rate-dependent hysteresis in linear systems with
nonlinear feedback is shown to be ubiquitous.
The opening article by Rod Cross, Michael Grinfeld,
and Harbir Lamba presents the notion that rate-independent hysteresis is a fundamental aspect of economic systems. Sunk costs associated with switching between
strategies lead naturally to the individual economic unit
acting as a hysteron, in a role similar to a thermostat
relay. The thresholds of the hysteron depend on the individual, which, upon aggregation, give rise to a Preisach
hysteresis operator between macroeconomic variables.
This hysteresis operator is a mechanism by which memory is reflected in future events and actions: such nonlocal
memory is not accounted for in classical and neoclassical
economic theories. Applications to macroeconomics and
financial markets are presented.
The article by Brian Appelbe, Denis Flynn, Hugh
McNamara, Philip O’Kane, Alexander Pimenov, Alexei
Pokrovskii, Dmitrii Rachinskii, and Andrey Zhezherun
presents an application of hysteresis modeling to terrestrial hydrology. The discovery of hysteresis in the relation between soil moisture and capillary pressure was
made in 1930 by Haines [8]. The application of modern
mathematical models of hysteresis to this phenomenon
reveals insights into global phenomena that are relevant
to the study of greenhouse warming effects. In particular,
the authors argue that hysteresis between soil moisture
and capillary pressure causes dissipation of heat energy,
which may be significant on a global scale. Verification of
this hypothesis is an open problem. The authors develop
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the FEST model describing a fully vegetated slab of soil
and transpiring plants. Validation of the model with real
data is presented.
The third article by Kam Leang, Qingze Zou, and
Santosh Devasia focuses on feedforward control of
piezoactuators in an atomic force microscope (AFM). In
this application, the AFM is used to create nanosized features, such as quantum dots, and to probe biological specimens such as cells. The AFM relies on a piezoactuator to
move and position the probe tip relative to the sample
surface. The piezoactuator exhibits hysteresis and creep
phenomena, which makes controlling its movements a
challenge. The authors describe an inversion-based feedforward approach to compensate for dynamic and hysteresis effects in piezoactuators and present experimental
evidence of its efficacy.
The article by Ram Iyer and Xiaobo Tan studies precision control of smart actuators. Modeling, identification,
and adaptive control are considered. Practical problems,
such as the lack of sufficient data in offline identification,
as well as online adaptive identification, are tackled.
Approximate inversion of Preisach operators has emerged
as a key component of feedforward controller design for
smart material systems. The authors present two algorithms for approximate inversion with experimental validation. FPGA implementation of the inversion algorithm
along with experimental validation is presented as well.
The final article by JinHyoung Oh, Bojana Drincic, and
Dennis Bernstein studies the appearance of hysteresis in
SISO systems that have a feedforward linear system and
a nonlinear, memoryless, feedback component. The
notions of rate-independent and rate-dependent hysteresis are clarified with examples. The authors show that
many simple nonlinearities, such as a cubic function or a
deadzone, can give rise to rate-dependent hysteresis. The
notion of step convergence is developed, and is shown to
be related to the input-output map for a hysteretic system. A graphical method for analyzing feedback systems
with nonlinearities is presented, and numerical examples
are given to illustrate the ideas.
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